
Hello, my dear students! 
Nice to see you again! 

How are you?



Say it as quickly as you can.

Tiny Tommy Tortoise talked

 to Tessie Turtle on the
 telephone ten times today.

 [tɔːkt][ˈtɔːtəs
]

 [tɜːtl]



Open your books at page 89. This is Module 6.Do you like reading fairy tales?What animals can you see in 
the picture?

Do you know the story of 
the Hare and the Tortoise?



This is the Hare. Is he slow or fast? 

fast

This is the Tortoise. Is he slow or fast? 

slow

Who is slower? 

The tortoise 
is slower than 

the hare.

Who is faster? 

The hare is 
faster than 
the tortoise.



What animals can you see?

lion tiger bear elephant camel

They are running a race.This is a finish line.



How do fairy tales begin in Russian?

In English, please! 

Once upon a time, there was … 

Once upon a time, there 
were … 



All actions in fairy tales happen in the past.
In English we add the ending –ed to verbs.

Past Simple
to laugh - laughed
to start - started
to jump - jumped
to pass - passed

to open - opened
to look - looked
to learn - learned
to surprise - 

surprised



Are you ready to read the tale?



Listen and read.

to laugh



Listen and read.

to be tired of

to surprise

to have a race



Listen and read.



Listen and read.

to rest

not to pass



Listen and read.

winner

 to keep on going
&

not to stop

вдруг



Are you tired? Let’s have a break!





Translate.

once upon a time …

fast

slow

to laugh at sb

to be tired of sth

one day

to surprise sb

to have a race

to jump forward

to be far ahead of sb

to rest

a few hours later

to pass 

suddenly

to look around

to cross a finish line

the next day

to start a race

winner

to learn a lesson

жили-были…

быстрый

медленный

смеяться на к-л

устать от ч-л

однажды

удивлять к-л

устроить гонку

уйти вперед 

быть намного впереди

отдыхать

несколько часов спустя

проходить мимо

вдруг

осмотреться

пересечь финишную прямую

на следующий день

начать гонку

победитель

усвоить урок



Match.

winner

 to keep on going
& not to stop

to rest not to pass to be tired of

to surpriseto have a race

to laugh at

to be far 
ahead of



Watch the video and enjoy it.



Match. Make the sentences.

The hare always laughed at the tortoise

When they started the race,

It was a very hot day

and the hare was very hot.

because he was so slow.

the hare jumped forward.



Read and put H for hare and T for tortoise.

1. He always laughed at him.
2. He surprised them all.
3. He jumped forward.
4. He passed him.
5. Suddenly, he opened his 

eyes.
6. He was the winner.



What lesson do you learn from the story?



Do you like the story about 
the hare and the tortoise?
Can you talk about things 

that happened in the past?
That’s all for now. Bye-bye!


